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Based on 2014, What Should
the Prudent Investor Do Now?
The S&P 500 stock index increased 12% in 2014. So, what should the
prudent investor do now?
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Last year, the U.S. large cap stock
market defied the odds and beat the
expectations of most prognosticators.
Earlier last year, the S&P 500 sank below
its 200-day moving average, signaling a
decline to many technical analysts. But
instead, the large cap stock index finished
the year strong indeed.
So, does it make sense to deposit all of
your money in S&P 500 stocks for 2015?
Hold on … let’s examine this temptation
by asking a few more questions.
Did you have confidence to place all of
your money in the S&P 500 index a year
ago? If not, why would this make sense
for 2015?
Maybe instead you could find an
investment manager who “knows” what
the market will do and just follow their
advice? Well, how did active managers do
last year?
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from Gamblers  .  .  .  .  .  . 4

Let’s look at some of their predictions
and what actually happened:
Prediction: Many market experts
predicted interest rates finally would
turn up, causing bond prices to fall.
What Happened: Interest rates
stayed low.
Prediction: Economists predicted that oil
would increase to $95 a barrel.
What Happened: Oil plummeted to less
than $50 a barrel, which was predicted by
virtually no one. This sent the U.S dollar
soaring.
Prediction: Active managers predicted
that that they would outperform stock
market averages.
What Happened: Active stock managers
had their worst performance relative to
the market in decades.
(1)

Be careful. Stay diversified. Do not put
all your eggs in one basket just because
it was last year’s best performing basket.
It is not worth the risk. Remember,
forecasting is difficult at best.
1. “Lessons From a Year of Market Surprises” by Jason Zweig on Dec. 30, 2014.
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THE PRESIDENT’S WORD

What Your Annuity
Salesman Doesn’t Want
You to Know
Markets are volatile.They fluctuate every day. People are searching
for an investment that will give them a steady income with upside
opportunities without the risk of decline.
It is easy to fall prey to a sales pitch that
promises guaranteed income that is free
from market volatility and guarantees an
increase if the stock market does well.
Heck, who wouldn’t want that?
But I have discovered that this promise
is made by salespeople who, in many
cases, do not understand what they are
selling and is purchased by people who,
in many cases, do not understand what
they are buying.
Let me describe what is happening.
Insurance companies do offer
guaranteed returns. This is attractive
to many people. Having guaranteed
income can play an important role in
the financial and emotional wellbeing of
people seeking that guarantee.

Here is where I find fault with many of
the annuity sales pitches I have seen,
heard and read:
1. Many annuities are complicated
insurance policies that are very
difficult to understand with carefully
designed, lengthy and complex
provisions designed to protect the
insurance company.
2. The unintended consequences
are not understood by either the
purchaser or the salesperson.
The inflation risk, the income-tax
implications, the estate-planning
considerations, and the lack of
liquidity are either understated or
misunderstood.
3. The upside promises generally
provide less than what is expected
and are expensive because of

Bruce Jentner, president

sizeable commissions for the
agents. Also, lengthy and expensive
surrender charges make it difficult
for purchasers to change their mind.
An annuity may be an appropriate part
of your retirement plan. However, please
get a second opinion from someone
who does not have financial gain if you
purchase the annuity. Because once you
purchase an annuity, it can be costly and
difficult to reverse.

Bruce A. Jentner, President
Jentner Wealth Management

What Happens in Vegas Should Stay in Vegas
If you do not have enough money to
retire, what should you do? Should you
consider investing in riskier investments
to compensate for not having enough?
During the final races at horse tracks,
gamblers tend to bet on long shots.
In Las Vegas, there is a pronounced
tendency for people to place long-shot
bets near the end of the day. Gamblers
who lose money during the day desire
to go home as winners.
Less wealth is generally thought to
prompt people to take less risk in
their investment portfolio. However,
behavioral research indicates that some
investors seek more risk when they
believe they are “behind.”

We have seen this when preparing
retirement analyses for people who have
inadequate retirement savings. Some
want to compensate for insufficient
savings and investments by investing in
riskier investments. People are tempted
to fall prey to investments that sound
too good to be true. Investment pitches
that provide “great upside opportunity
with guaranteed protection” are made
all the time. How dangerous!

First, start depositing something out of
every paycheck into your retirement
plan as early in your career as possible.

Remember, if something sounds too
good to be true, it’s just that—too good
to be true. There is no short cut to
prudent investing.

These three steps can contribute to a
successful investment experience.

Second, employ broad diversification
into a risk-appropriate portfolio of stock
and bond index funds.
Third, maintain a long-term position in
this diversified portfolio of transparent,
low-cost investments.

What happens in Vegas should stay
in Vegas! Don’t gamble with your
retirement.
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Should You Consider
Long-Term Care Insurance?

Does Active Investment
Management Play An
Important Role?

Do you or your parents need longterm care insurance? Let us give
you our perspective as financial
professionals who do not sell insurance.

on family and friends as their only
source of help. Relying solely on family
members often results in great strain
for the family caregivers.

People use their retirement income for
what they value the most: family, friends,
personal independence and dignity.
People need long-term care when a
chronic condition limits their ability to
carry out basic self-care tasks. Longterm care involves the most intimate
aspects of our lives: eating, bathing,
personal hygiene, getting dressed,
and using the bathroom. The lifetime
probability of eventually needing daily
assistance is higher than 50%.

Even if only one spouse needs
assistance, two things can happen:
1. The healthy spouse can become
severely burdened (even ill) with
caregiving responsibilities.
2. If professional assistance is
needed, the financial impact can be
severe. Unless you have adequate
resources, this can force you into a
financially compromised situation.

The debate continues between active
managers and passive managers. More
than 80% of U.S. financial investments
are actively managed, but this has declined from about 90% over the past
decade. Passive index management
has risen substantially over the last
decade, doubling from about 10% to
almost 20%.

Some people expect that the
government will take care of them
through Medicaid and Medicare.
Unfortunately, financial reality limits
these benefits. More than 75% of adults
in need of long-term care depend

Work with a qualified, independent,
long-term care insurance agent to
develop a plan that will protect your
independence and dignity. It may be
easier to budget in a long-term care
insurance premium than trying to
budget in the potentially enormous
cost of providing long-term care.

Identity Protection Tips
for a Digital World

In this digital age, it is more important than ever to protect yourself against
cyber-crime and identity theft. But what can you do?

1. Make sure you secure all documents
that contain confidential information.
Shred copies of out-of-date documents.
Use a cross-cut shredder or a reputable
shredding company.
2. Create passwords that are complex.
Combine numbers, letters and symbols.
Cyber thieves are getting better at
cracking passwords. Make it difficult
(hopefully impossible) for them to
compromise your passwords.
3. Use security questions that are not on
your website or social-media profiles.
Use challenge questions that only you
can answer.
4. Review all transactions on your
statements and bills. Contact your
provider immediately if you see any
suspicious activity.

5. When making purchases online, only use
secure websites with “https” in their web
address rather than just “http.”
6. Do not reply to suspicious emails.
Do not open attachments if the email
appears strange or is unexpected or is
asking for personal information. Even if
the email looks like it is coming from
an institution you know, contact them
directly rather than replying to the email.
7. Keep your computer up to date with
virus protection, security patches and
firewalls.
8. Regularly check your credit reports or
subscribe to a reputable service that
does this for you.
There is no way around it. The internet
has changed all of our lives. Take personal
responsibility to protect yourself.

Does active investment management
play an important role? Yes, active
management performs a critical role
in a capitalist economy. Active managers direct capital to companies they
believe will use it most productively.
This promotes the allocation of capital
rationally and intellectually, which is
far better than through some other
means like political connections and
crony capitalism.
While we are grateful for this rational
allocation of capital, when it comes to
investing for retirement, active managers have been largely unsuccessful
in providing returns higher than their
benchmark index over longer periods
of time. Statistically, an investor has
about a 15-20% chance of beating the
index over 10 years and about a 1%
chance of beating the index over 40
years.
Consider your odds of success. Some
people like to “gamble” with their
money and may like these odds. It has
been our experience that the majority
of people prefer to achieve reasonable
returns and prefer to avoid playing
with their money.
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An Investing Lesson
from Gamblers
Do you enjoy betting at the casino? Would you consider your time
at the casino a sound way to prepare for your retirement?
Most people I talk to who enjoy
gambling are smart enough to set a
budget for their gambling—maybe
$100 or $500—to use to have some
fun at the tables or slot machines.
Sometimes they come out ahead,
but when they lose, they consider
the money they lost as part of their
vacation expenses. But is it possible
to consistently make money at
the casino to become financially
independent in your retirement?

the house—if you own a globally
diversified portfolio of stocks, bonds,
real estate and commodities—you
have the opportunity to invest in the
collective efforts of the entire world,
the house if you will. The odds have
historically been in your favor that
a well-managed globally diversified
portfolio will increase in value as
the efforts of billions of people
worldwide are engaged in economic
activities.

Actually, it is! You have to own the
casino. When managed well, the
house wins in the long run, even if it
loses from time to time.

Yes, there will be ups and downs
along the way, but long-term success
is probable.

The same is true for investing. To
speculate on a few companies or on
the daily market moves is much like
gambling in Vegas.You win some and
you lose some, but most people lose
more than they win. But if you own

Timing the markets or concentrating
your bets may sound smart but isn’t.
It may sometimes produce large
rewards but generally won’t. Instead,
use diversification to improve your
odds of successful investing over the
long term.
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